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Fuel adjustment rules and the algorithm for determining the percentage  
of the fuel correction ratio for domestic land shipments 

 
 
 

1. Fuel adjustment is the formula of automatic modification of the remuneration of a logistics 
operator for transport services performed in accordance with the price changes of diesel oil 
independent of the logistics operator. 
 

2. Applied by Schenker sp. z o.o. the fuel adjustment formula is characterized by the following rules: 
2.1. The fuel correction reflects changes in fuel prices. 
2.2. The current fuel price level is determined based on wholesale diesel oil prices at PKN Orlen 

and Grupa LOTOS, which allows for actual reference to changes in fuel prices on the Polish 
market, without taking into account the impact of gas station margins in individual parts of 
Poland on the dynamics of average fuel prices. 

2.3. Determination of the average price of fuel takes place on a biweekly basis.  
2.4. The fuel correction mechanism works both at increases and at fuel price reductions, which 

results in an increase or decrease of the price for the shipment service in relation to the price 
in previous periods. 

2.5. Changes to the current value of the indicator are not made at each change of the fuel price, 
but only after exceeding the specified sensitivity threshold. 

2.6. The fuel correction is shown on the invoices of Schenker sp. z o.o. as a separate item, which 
allows the client to closely observe its impact on logistics costs. 
 

3. Fuel cost adjustment algorithm. 
Calculation of the value of the fuel cost adjustment index is based on the following principles: 
3.1. The value of the fuel cost adjustment ratio is evaluated biweekly and is applicable for the next 

two weeks. 
3.2. The value of the fuel cost adjustment ratio for the next period is published on the wesite  

https://www.dbschenker.com  on Friday in the week preceding the periodto whcich it 
relates(e.g. the index for April 11- 24, 2022 is published on April 8, 2022. If above mentioned 
date falls on the bank holiday, value of the fuel cost adjustment ratio is presented on the first 
working day after bank holiday. 

3.3. The average diesel oil price in a given period is calculated as weighted average wholesale price 
of 1 m3 diesel oil in Polish refineries: price at PKN Orlen constitutes 82% and the price at 
LOTOS Group 18%, and is taken from period of 14 calendar days back from the date of 
announcement of the fuel adjustment for the next period. 

3.4. The average base price is 3.052 PLN/m3. 
3.5. Change of the value of fuel cost adjustment ratio is applied when average fuel price differs 

from base price more than 6% (or its multiple). 
3.6. Exceeding each threshold of 6% will result in changing value of fuel price ratio by 1.85% 

(or its multiple), in accordance with the table below 
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from to
2 136 2 318 -7,40%
2 319 2 501 -5,55%
2 502 2 684 -3,70%
2 685 2 867 -1,85%
2 868 3 052 0,00%

0%
3052 3235 0,00%
3236 3418 1,85%
3419 3601 3,70%
3602 3784 5,55%
3785 3967 7,40%
3968 4150 9,25%
4151 4333 11,10%
4334 4516 12,95%
4517 4700 14,80%
4701 4883 16,65%
4884 5066 18,50%
5067 5249 20,35%
5250 5432 22,20%
5433 5615 24,05%
5616 5798 25,90%
5799 5981 27,75%
5982 6165 29,60%
6166 6349 31,45%
6350 6532 33,30%
6533 6715 35,15%
6716 6898 37,00%
6899 7081 38,85%
7082 7264 40,70%
7265 7447 42,55%
7448 7630 44,40%
7631 7814 46,25%
7815 7997 48,10%
7998 8180 49,95%
8181 8363 51,80%
8364 8546 53,65%
8547 8729 55,50%
8730 8912 57,35%
8913 9095 59,20%

Base price: 3052zł

Adjustment Index 
%

Diesel fuel oil price in 
[ PLN/m3 ]
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3.7. Amount of the fuel cost adjustment in land domestic business is calculated with the appropriate 
index and based on shipment freight amount (without additional services). 

3.8. The value of fuel cost adjustment of a given consignment is set on the basis of the date of 
sending. 
 

4. The changes in the fuel correction ratio determined on the basis of the above algorithm do not 
constitute a change to this standard document. 
 

5. Schenker Sp. z o.o. as of 2020/03/25, until revoked, introduces special rules of determining fuel 
correction ratio by introducing minimum (not less than) fuel correction ratio in the amount 
applicable as in March 2020, i.e. determined on the basis of average wholesale fuel  
price = 3 839 PLN/1m3 
 

6. Schenker sp. z o.o. is entitled to amend or revoke it in this standard document at any time, or to 
revoke it and issue a new one, bearing in mind changes in the scope or organization of services 
provided, changes in the costs of providing services or changes in applicable law. 


